CADET MITMEN LOSE TO BOXERS

Red and Blue Fighters Achieve Notable Success in Second Trip Opponents

FIRST SETBACK FOR CADETS

Pennsylvania's unbeaten boxing team encountered the Army mitmen at West Point last week, when the latter team was decisively beaten in four out of the six contests held. This is the first time the cadets have ever been beaten in boxing outside of home quarters.

Getchell, the plucky little 115 pound fighter, lost Thompson of the Red and Blue in a hard fight for victory in a four period bout. getchell had Thompson of Army almost forced to default in the first round.

With each side having won those of the same weight, it was believed that the 125 pound class would be an even fight, but with O'Callahan of Army, when the bell was rung, it was found that O'Callahan retained his title. getchell forced to default in the first round.

In the 135 pound class, harmony, capt. of the West Point mitmen, with some terrific rights and jabs to the face and body, was defeated by Benson, of the Red and Blue, in the second round by decision. it was a hard fight for victory in a four period bout.

Davi, though hit by his opponent in the first round, nearly won a technical knockout in the second round of his bout with Grombach, of the Red and Blue.

Against Yale in Saturday afternoon's matches, Davi won from Benson, of the Red and Blue, in the second round by decision. Davi almost won a technical knockout in the second round of his bout with Grombach, of the Red and Blue.

In the 145 pound class, Davis defeated Galvez by decision in the first round. Davis nearly won a technical knockout in the second round of his bout with Grombach, of the Red and Blue.

In the 175 pound class, Grombach, Army, extra round, in scheduled matches. Grombach nearly won a technical knockout in the second round of his bout with Davi, of West Point.

McKenna, Army, extra round, in scheduled matches. McKenna nearly won a technical knockout in the second round of his bout with Grombach, of the Red and Blue.

STUDENT A.A. A. BOOKS ACCEPTED

Oral examinations held Saturday afternoon for the admission of the Freshman aggregation. 

A number of new members were enrolled with a knowledge of journalism may use this office. No former experience was required, although any students with a knowledge of journalism may use this advantage. This competition will last until the end of the year when several of the students will be selected to the editorial board. Besides the gaining of a place on the board for the fresh men, the competition has many other advantages to offer the freshmen. It affords a good opportunity to the students who desire them an opportunity to gain a knowledge of that many freshmen, the meet the big men in sports and become popular among their classmates.

Besides the benefits that the freshman derives personally he also resources a great service to the University in writing to this work. Come out and lend your efforts, to this work and show that you are a true Pennsylvanian.

M'NICHOLS MEET VARSITY PASSERS

New Year of 1922 saw the Young Varsity Team A. A. U. MEET

STAR IN INDIVIDUAL EVENTS

Against Harvard, M. T. T. and Yale Teams

Though meeting defeat on Friday and Saturday, the Pennsylvanian's boxing team again displays the best in the east through the brill display of its boxers. The team total losses made up for two of the best in the east through the brill display of its boxers. The team of the best men in the last minute after his defeat, won from Benson, of the Red and Blue, in the second round by decision. Davi nearly won a technical knockout in the second round of his bout with Grombach, of the Red and Blue.

Hurd Practice Preparations

Leaving Wednesday morning, March 23, the baseball team will set out its first trip to cover a period of about a week in the South, meeting defeat at the hands of the University of Georgia and the University of Arkansas, with a knowledge of journalism may use this office. No former experience was required, although any students with a knowledge of journalism may use this advantage. This competition will last until the end of the year when several of the students will be selected to the editorial board. Besides the gaining of a place on the board for the fresh men, the competition has many other advantages to offer the freshmen. It affords a good opportunity to the students who desire them an opportunity to gain a knowledge of that many freshmen, the meet the big men in sports and become popular among their classmates.

Besides the benefits that the freshman derives personally he also resources a great service to the University in writing to this work. Come out and lend your efforts, to this work and show that you are a true Pennsylvanian.
From the Press Box

EXPERIENCE-CONFIDENCE-HABIT

I have had no opportunity to write for a year or two of the experience of training and playing for the team which has had to contend with its baking at noon. They have no experience which is to be used in the future. What makes it difficult for me is that they have not had the experience of winning or losing in a series of reverses. In this atmosphere their confidence becomes rooted and in this manner their efforts, and in this manner ways. It may be that success will at

Another result may be brought about by a series of reverses. In this manner they cannot let down; that their opponents will not be over-confident when they are leading by a small margin. The experience that they gain this experience, in one of two ways. It may be that success will at
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Apples attends rushing dance

Green Reccess, Rate From F. O. B. House.
Because of Market Preference
For S. O. L. House.

Cool reception dampens ardor.

(By Char, O. Apper, 76 Ws)

My roommate, Pete Telich, told me you
<go around to the P. O. B. smoker on
Tuesday night except for invitation, but
entering it is an overlay, and getting
them the benefit of the device. I went up
to their other relations. They did not
seem to appreciate my thoughtfulness,
and counted a distinct attitude which is far
from cheerful. To get even I told several
of theirunderlings and filled six pockets
with cigarettes, when one of the boys,
who is up and said there was a party on
the phone which failed to speak to me.

This idea of a phone call was surprising,
but the message was from the S. O. B.
House tirning me around immediate-
ly to visit them for us, etc. This was
undoubtedly considering the rigid atmos-
tphere at the surroundings. As I gave
the P. O. B. crowd the right hat, and dis-
regarded their ancient pash about seeing
me on the campus.

Arriving at the S. O. B. House, the
wait came was also odd, with the boys
looking at me in a questioning manner,
which told me perhaps a mistake had been
made.

On every hand my attempts at conver-
sation were discounted, and everyone
looked so earnest that my reservation
was not to join them under any circum-
stances, fermenting until my presence
was requested at a wedding dance at the
S. O. B. House, and never so weighing
were made to influence me, the official
departinent was made. What an odd
box of boys, quite unfamiliar they were.

Arriving at the S. O. B. House, the
women removed my condition, and all
were playing George Blossom's bands.

A wedding dance, followed immedi-
ately by the brothers bringing young
ladies, the persons of the house. Some
of the boys had several girls as low,
and after looking at them, it was an easy
matter to know who needed such in-
vitations to get in on a party.

With the dance under way, I was every-
thing for myself, and here my practice of
the house showed as it was a great help.
The girls in the first dance differed from
those at home, but I managed to get a
long, close-up look from the kings and
queens, who made the best of the situation
dancing and talked of length about the
pictures in favor of S. O. B. L.

Not to be routed out by the boys who
led me all of the campus activities rep-
resented to me. I told them that
more other than P. O. B. Apple was not for
Frank L. Smith, and that I hoped to pitch
for the P. C. H. men's team. My sup-
posal of giving them mares of my time did
not come from my will, but disappointment
so be expected.

One little girl said that she liked her
western, fellows, and gave me her
dime telephone number old me always to have
someone stick around, for I might meet
them. I liked her.

The occasion was a success, so I stayed
until they began turning out the lights
and then didn't mind, but listened to back
ear for a smoke with entertainment on.

Today

at Beaston's

Geuting's

"Bench-Brands"

The Finest Shoes Made
in America for Men

DOWNTOWN STORE

1230 Market St.
1306 Chestnut St.
19 So. 11th St.

Electrical Supplies

C. L. PRESSER, Hardware

House Furnishings, Glass, Paints, Plumbing Supplies, Etc.

Both Phones

BERKSHIRE

Life Insurance Company

PITTSFIELD, MASS.

OCCUPATION

We are always ready to talk with young men about
entering the life insurance business as salesmen and
connecting themselves with this Company.

E. H. PLUMMER, General Agent

Philadelphia Bank Building

42 CHESTNUT ST.

PHILADELPHIA

Lombard 2352
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THE TREND TOWARD COEDUCATION
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The Vice-President of a great life insurance company who began his career as an agent has this to say to those who are about to graduate from college:

"If you lose your work and desire to pursue an honorable, useful and lucrative mission in life this is the business for you to take up. Life insurance salesmanship offers a fine field for the escape of splendid young men." The work is laborious and requires a large expenditure of time and effort. However, the returns are in proportion to the work, and the returns are very high. The work is one that is fitting for a college man, and the advantages are with you who have written anything that shows merit, distinction and refinement. The material for the second issue is due as soon before the 5th of March first. However, the Committee on Publication requests that the candidates turn in their material as soon as possible.
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**Final Reduction on all Haberdashery at GOLF SPECIALTY SHOP**

40 So. 17th Street

SPRICE 6085
2 DOORS ABOVE CHESTNUT ST.

**Nifty Ben**

BILLIARD PARLOR

10 TABLES

33rd & Chestnut

---

**BEASTON'S**

3784 SPRUCE STREET

Opp. Dorms.

Pennsylvania Seal Paper $1.00

Wharton Seal Paper $1.00

A WONDERFUL LINE OF PLAIN PAPERS FROM 35c. UPWARDS.

Look over our quality stationery before buying.

EVERYTHING FOR THE STUDENT

---

**TODAY - AT BEASTON'S**

Kendig-Wheaton Mason

Tailors

131 So. 12th St. Philadelphia

Suits and Overcoats $55-$85

---

**Compan**

946 ENGINEERS

24TH DIVISION

Sports

RIFLE SHOOTING, BASKETBALL, SWIMMING, BOXING, SOCCER.

**Military Science**

FIELD FORTIFICATIONS, RECONNAISSANCE, DEMOLITION, RAILROADS, BRIDGES AND ROADS.

Affiliate yourself with the crack Engineer Unit of the PENNSYLVANIA NATIONAL GUARD

Opportunities await you with some knowledge of the Engineer subjects listed above. Instruction by West Joint Instructional, Compensation for effort, of interest and ability, see Captain Spanner, U. S. A., Architectural Building U., or Captain McGinn, Army, Broad and Callowhill Streets, Monday, Wednesday, or Thursday Evenings.

---

**Imported Scotch Grain**

The King of Kings

Double Soles

Comfortable, serviceable and goollocking

1627 Chestnut St.

Men's Shoes Exclusively

---

**WHITE HOUSE CAFE**

Eating for Pupillates for U. or F. Students

3657 WOODLAND AVE.

We do our own baking

Attention Penn Students

Cookes Sandwiches & Delicatessen

36th & Spruce

Preston 1470

---
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**PENN STATE HOLDS MATTHEW SCORELESS**

Penn state's wrestling team complete its outstanding season Monday, March 2nd at State College on Saturday afternoon button one of the largest crowds of the season, winning six out of seven bouts for a final score of 36-3. This was the second and reverse of the season for the University team. After a series of hand battling in the 118 pound class it was declared a draw.

State won in the 125, 145, 175 and the heavyweight class by falls. The remaining two bouts were won by decision, only after ten minutes of close contest grappling. Frank Ellory, Heavyweight, outscored Kaufman, Penn's favorite tackle after six minutes of wrestling. Nalls, the Joe from Cooker County, scored an easy decision over Taylor, Pennsylvania, in 5 minutes 35 seconds.

Pennsylvania has suffered so thoroughly from hot and cold weather that the men of their favor were almost com- pletely taken off their feet in the last minutes of the matches.

The win was one of the few in which Pennsylvania has suffered so thoroughly from heat. It was the rated point for hot- house teams this winter.

A new intercollegiate record for the 100-yard dash was set by the Yale and St. John's Universities. The Yale man clocked the distances in 21.2-3, leading the men made by Banks of Yale earlier in the season, and the distance in the 200-yard dash was recorded in 40.6 seconds. Pennsylvania's time in the 400-yard dash was recorded in 96.8 seconds, just one out of the 180-pound dash. Rimmer of the State team and Wight, Pennsylvania, wrestled to a finish for the Red and Blue supporters since the home team managed to make a close point in the last order of the season for the University team. After a series of hand battling in the 118 pound class it was declared a draw.

State won in the 125, 145, 175 and the heavyweight class by falls. The remaining two bouts were won by decision, only after ten minutes of close contest grappling. Frank Ellory, Heavyweight, outscored Kaufman, Penn's favorite tackle after six minutes of wrestling. Nalls, the Joe from Cooker County, scored an easy decision over Taylor, Pennsylvania, in 5 minutes 35 seconds.

Pennsylvania has suffered so thoroughly from hot and cold weather that the men of their favor were almost completely taken off their feet in the last minutes of the matches.
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A new intercollegiate record for the 100-yard dash was set by the Yale and St. John's Universities. The Yale man clocked the distances in 21.2-3, leading the men made by Banks of Yale earlier in the season, and the distance in the 200-yard dash was recorded in 40.6 seconds. Pennsylvania's time in the 400-yard dash was recorded in 96.8 seconds, just one out of the 180-pound dash. Rimmer of the State team and Wight, Pennsylvania, wrestled to a finish for the Red and Blue supporters since the home team managed to make a close point in the last order of the season for the University team. After a series of hand battling in the 118 pound class it was declared a draw.

State won in the 125, 145, 175 and the heavyweight class by falls. The remaining two bouts were won by decision, only after ten minutes of close contest grappling. Frank Ellory, Heavyweight, outscored Kaufman, Penn's favorite tackle after six minutes of wrestling. Nalls, the Joe from Cooker County, scored an easy decision over Taylor, Pennsylvania, in 5 minutes 35 seconds.

Pennsylvania has suffered so thoroughly from hot and cold weather that the men of their favor were almost completely taken off their feet in the last minutes of the matches.

The win was one of the few in which Pennsylvania has suffered so thoroughly from heat. It was the rated point for hot-house teams this winter.
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